
 

 

Patriot 850 Troubleshooting 

The purpose of this document is to assist in troubleshooting the Polaris Patriot 850 with or without an 

intercooler. Rest assured most problems come down to something very simple.  

Problem: My sled is hitting “max detonation” and going into limp mode. 

Solution: This problem is a result of running poor fuel in your sled. The easiest thing to do is add octane. 

Furthermore, switching to ethanol from non-ethanol mode in your PIDD settings is a good idea. We 

suggest every customer start in ethanol mode when first running their kit to ensure the most 

conservative operating environment. We also recommend this mode on deeper days when motor 

load (and heat) is higher.  

If you are running pump fuel or a pump fuel blend in your sled, we strongly suggest running non ethanol 

gasoline. The Patriot 850 motor does not like ethanol blends, even in naturally aspirated form.  

Finally, ensure you are not over revving and your det sensor is properly attached to your sled, torqued 

to 168 in/pds  

Problem: My sled feels boggy off bottom. 

Solution: Generally speaking this is a result of the sled being in break in, a recently installed kit (with 

excess oil around the center section) or poor clutch cleanliness. Ensure your clutch deflection is good, 

belt in good shape, clutches clean and operating properly. Finally, using the appropriate amount of heel 

weight is important. The goal here is to minimize belt slip at engagement! 

Other culprits for this include a leak in the hot side (poor sealing) or a leak in the charge system (hose 

clamp not attached, damage to the charge system. 

Problem:  I’m getting a bog off bottom that will not clear out.  

Solution: This can be from a myriad of places. Here are some things to check. 

• Icing intakes: Clean your intakes (ice included). Additionally adding a secondary set of intakes 

can help. SLP makes a great solution here. This is most notable on deep days.  

• Belt slip at engagement: Clean your clutches, ensure belt is in good condition, ensure your clutch 

parts are working right, double check no spring is broken. Adding heel weight is another idea 

that can help minimize slip (the clutch will grab the belt “harder”). 



• Leak in the system: Look closely at your charge side for any cracked or broken parts. Double 

check your springs are doubled up and exhaust donuts in good shape. Make certain there is no 

leak from the v-band clamps. Also double check your pipe and y-pipe are not cracked.  

• Did you take the foam out from behind the intakes during install? If not, you’ve found your 

problem. 

• Exhaust valves are sticking. This isn’t a common culprit but can be the problem.  

• Spark plug(s) fouled or dirty; poor spark plug connection to coil. Just throw in new plugs. Its 

probably time anyway! 

Problem: I’m getting a pop right after engagement into the middle RPM range. 

Solution: This can be from an outdated map, or too light of clutch weight or spring resulting in belt slip.   

Problem: I’m getting RPM fade 

Solution: This is likely due to excessive heat. The only real solution here is to upgrade to our intercooled 

kit. 

Problem: My sled doesn’t seem to be building boost as well, there is no “compressor surge sound” 

when I let off. 

Solution: You very likely have a boost leak from a broken airbox or charge tube. Please contact us for a 

replacement. In the interim, a good plastic epoxy can fix a broken airbox. Be sure to drill two small holes 

to stop the crack (on either side) then clean and epoxy the area. 

  

 

 

 


